
Christmas Playlist 

 
Relax! Altos - Please pay attention to togetherness in sections B,C, K,L - play 

very quietly the first time through, then more prominently the second 
time. 

St James Infirmary Need to ensure togetherness in timing of phrasing when A1 has the tune 
(A2, A3, T2) 

Mock Joplin All : Understand tempos in each section, and ensure we stay together. 

Just another lazy day Section C is now more confident - Alto 2s - but resist the temptation to 
tense up and play too loudly in this section. 

Comedy for 
Saxophones 

No problem if we play it fairly fast !  Tendency for tenors to be overly 
prominent in e.g. 3rd and 4th bar of section A when compared with Alto 
2s 

Moondance Altos - Minor point - confident placement of quiet phrases - bar 115 for 4 
bars 

Shmooky and Mo Avoid rit at BAR 18 - tenors and Bari - All: keep a good pace through the 
waltz-time section.  Ben - avoid filling in the crotchet gap in bar 67. 

Standing room only All - focus on playing well within your limits to ensure the sound is 
smooth and subtle.  Ben - please make sure your solo section is secure 
and not too fast, to fit in with the backing. 

Rudolph the Red-nosed 
Reindeer 

Pay attention to linking sections where Jem will nod the intros.  Overall, 
play with a light, skipping style.  All - please resist the temptation to slow 
down in section A (first bit of tune after the intro). 

Carol of The Drum Ensure solidity of timing, both at the beginning (esp. tenors moving on 
the 3rd beat), and all fitting in off-beat timing at eg. section D.  Make 
sure accompaniment is played quietly, allowing the tune to come out. 

Suo Gan  

In the Bleak Midwinter  
Carol of the Bells Works ok with David playing "Sop. subst" with Jem - David, your choice 

to play Tenor or Alto on this. 

Polish Lullaby Carol  
Sleep Work on linking sections, breathing and phrasing plus awareness of what 

everyone else is doing to avoid time-synching problems.  Everyone 
needs to be totally familiar with these passages, and to count solidly to 
avoid getting out of step. 

 


